
Reaching  the minimum address data quality standard for 
mailsort discount at 90% accuracy may seem difficult - 
however AFD Refiner is designed to help you reach that 
standard. 

What will Refiner do?

Refiner will clean up your address data automatically 
(batch cleaning) or interactively (assisted manual 
cleaning).  

Remove spelling errors – making correspondence 
look more professional.  

Add missing postcodes, complete partial postcodes 
and correct wrong postcodes – enabling you to reach 
postal discount standards. 

Format data consistently – making analysis and 
searching faster and easier while opening up postage 
discounts.

Help prepare your data for customer barcode mailing 
discount and keep it clean.

Jumping Higher

What 
makes a business 

successful?
Welcome to the Spring edition of Postcode 
News where we explore some of the factors that 
make a business successful, by looking at 
GreenThumb. Having pioneered lawn treatment 
in the UK, GreenThumb is now the UK’s largest 
lawn treatment provider – serving over 300,000 
homes, through 175 franchises. 

As AFD celebrates its 25th Anniversary we 
continue to be a learning organisation, and our 
hope is that you will find principles that you can 
apply from the GreenThumb story. Whether 
your organisation is small or large, public, 
private or not-for-profit, we want you to see 
how the full range of AFD Software solutions 
can bring you greater success – as they do for 
GreenThumb.

SPRING Q.2/08

“Making the most of every minute is about the 
environment – using minimal energy... it’s also about 
greater success for each GreenThumb franchise.
  
Tiny amounts of lost time add up to heaps of lost 
revenue. Conversely, tiny amounts of saved time add 
up to mountains of gained revenue. If each franchise 
saved just one minute on each visit through better 
scheduling the network saves around one million 
pounds per year.”

One of the support services GreenThumb provides  
to franchisees is the software systems that drive the 
business. The software is written in-house, regularly 
upgraded and then distributed to franchisees 
nationwide. Rudi George is responsible for 
development:

“The address management software is a vital 
component so once we had decided to look at 
upgrading it – selection was careful. The software 
had to be “ready to go”, easy to integrate, reliable, 
and necessitate minimal support. It was also 
important that users would experience minimal 
“shock” through the changeover.

You cannot guarantee that customers will know their 
postcode and some just recall it inaccurately! So 
rapid reverse lookup of an address where the 
postcode is not known is essential.   

What GreenThumb Franchisees Say

GreenThumb Better Lawn Tip!

www.afd.co.uk/pcplus 

In 1985 Stephen Waring experienced the lawn 
treatment service in the USA. He believed the 
UK was ready for the service and 21 years ago 
on 1st April 1986 he founded GreenThumb in 
North West Wales.  Today, GreenThumb has 
over 175 franchises and new franchises 
continue to open at the rate of one per month. 

“Find a successful pattern –  then 
replicate it.” 

One of the goals of the GreenThumb headquarters 
is to support franchisees and maximise the levels of 
success. Considerable thought goes into planning 
and analysis and this requires accurate data. David 
Collison is Marketing Manager:

“The key to managing the franchise network is to 
understand the potential and performance of each 
area. We import franchisee customer data from 
across the network and display this on a sophisticated 
mapping system. If franchisees don’t use postcode 
validation our mapping and reporting systems are 
corrupted. 

“The full accurate postcode is vital 
to our reporting and analysis”

So that we can maximise territory performance, we 
need to understand where marketing is successful – 
and where it’s not. We also use geodemographic 
data which is postcode based.”

A large franchise can have over 8,000 customers and 
customer growth across the network can mean up to 
15,000 new customers being added each month. 
David continues:
 
“Entering details quickly with AFD Postcode Plus is a 
productivity issue, but it goes way beyond the 80% of 
keystrokes saved when typing in the address. For 
example, each new customer needs to be allocated to 
a particular round based on efficiency. We then need 
to ensure that this customer appears in a logical 
sequence on the schedule sheet for each crew 
member.” 

Love
Your Lawn

 
AFD Postcode Plus and BankFinder continue to be adopted within UNIX environments. Both are available 
as a Developer's API on most versions of UNIX - from Linux, Sun Solaris, HP-UX, Free BSD and SCO. 
For other versions please call 01624 811711 and ask for corporate sales. Fully functional evaluation 
software can be downloaded to enable testing and development of your installation without any 
commitment. The evaluation has libraries for the main platforms including sample source code.  We also 
provide external libraries for use with PL/SQL on Oracle running on UNIX servers.

Cut your lawn properly. Make sure the blade is sharp. Don’t 
cut too short. Don’t let it grow too long. If it’s dry and hot – 
stay off it and don’t cut it. Cut twice a week. Just take the top 
off. See www.GreenThumb.co.uk for lawn tips, hints, bookings 
and registration.

“A little bit of love on address data is part of us 
applying a little bit of love to a customer’s lawn.” 

I’d be lost without the address management system 
– it’s lots of little things that add up.  All the drivers 
have satellite navigation systems. If the postcode is 
wrong they end up in some obsolete bus station 
instead of treating a lawn. Worse, they end up 
looking at a map on their lap or steering wheel. 
We get calls from a lot of elderly people who are 
unable to cut their lawns – often they can be hard 
to understand or hard of hearing. Using AFD we 
can work out the address without having to ask 
them to spell it out. I’d be really lost without it!

Helen Hargrave, 
Lichfield. 
GreenThumb “Newcomer of the Year” 

We send out newsletters to customers and 
letters advising when treatments are due. 
Accurate addresses are about good 
communication – if the address is right it looks 
better and it’s more likely to arrive. If the 
information is accurate when it’s put on the 
system it helps us cluster customers. We just 
ask for the postcode and house number – 
sorted. With nine vans on the road this makes 
us more efficient – so we make more money! 

Kevin Toomey, 
Leicester East.

Working with UNIX?

The Q.2/08 data release has over 150,000 new delivery addresses, over 12,000 new postcodes and 13 new localities. Postal Address Data is constantly 
changing - new buildings are constructed, existing buildings are changed to apartments or back to large houses, and some are demolished. Royal Mail Postcode 
Address File statistics and newly announced changes can be found at:

www.afd.co.uk/news/datanews

The Q.2/08 Names & Numbers release contains the full new edited electoral roll and is available now.

BankFinder updates are essential to ensure that details are not incorrectly accepted or rejected. Occasional 'emergency updates' from BACS are immediately 
made available to BankFinder customers who receive updates.

Updates range in price from £60 +VAT per annum to £150 +VAT per annum depending on the product. To order updates please call 01624 811711  
or email: postcode@afd.co.uk 

The MailSaver Q.2/08 update contains Royal Mail price changes which come into effect on 7th April 2008. MailSaver users have already been informed about 
how to download the update.
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Postcode Plus fulfilled all these criteria as well as 
saving us money.

The integration in Visual Basic 6 was a doddle, 
we worked from the code examples provided and 
the coding took half an hour with the installation 
ready to use in just one day. I think you can get a 
feel from initial contact with a potential supplier 
how the relationship is going to go – and my 
dealings with AFD have been absolutely        
hassle-free and professional.”

David, Marketing Manager 
added: “We already use 
another geodemographic 
system - but as AFD Postcode Plus 
comes with the Censation™ system 
as standard we may be able to save a 
further £16,000 over three years. Postcode 
Plus also comes with grid references and 
“where’s my nearest” as standard.

We are now looking at how we can utilise 
these features to improve our scheduling and 
analysis. As a franchisor, we see AFD as a vital 
cog in the wheel as we seek to maximize the 
efficiency and profitability of each 
GreenThumb franchise.”

Data News Q2/08

www.afd.co.uk/mailsaver
Annual license from just £35 inc VAT per month.

www.afd.co.uk/refiner
Annual license from just £99 inc VAT per month.

John joined AFD in the early days and he describes what builds a solid business and his role in it:

“I think you need a visionary head and a small, dedicated staff that can line up behind that person and make 
it happen. Taking risks is important – I have learned to be a risk-taker – that’s one of the reasons I am in 
Canada.  I guess having a passion and a natural flare plays a part. Before the Postcode side of the business 
got up and running, I learned computers from scratch and spent three years providing software and hardware 
sales and support predominately to charities. Along the way I’ve learned a lot about marketing and manage-
ment skills. My strengths have always been best expressed as “right-hand man", activist, doer, energizer, 
completer – taking full and final responsibility.” 

John’s main passions are China, music and his family – he has three sons in China doing language study and 
teaching English and is now Grandfather to a one-year-old granddaughter.

Living in Canada, John misses a good (English!) curry and fish & chips and finds his musical taste mellowing 
(with age!) to include classical and new country. 

John Dolman
AFD Software Director

Royal Mail has raised the data quality standard required for 
access to its substantial mailsort postage discount scheme. 
From May 1st 2008 the minimum level is 90% accuracy for 
addresses and postcodes. For barcode discount the level is now 
90% accuracy to letterbox level.

What can you do to meet these new standards?

The rules surrounding the discounts can seem onerous and are 
constantly changing. One result is that the number of 
accredited suppliers has dropped by 20% and a major mailsort 
software supplier has lost its accreditation.

The good news is that AFD believe the substantial postage 
savings on offer are worth the effort. AFD MailSaver continues 
to be bang up-to-date with the latest changes. In fact our 
software was amongst the first to be accredited following the 
raft of recent changes.
 

Royal Mail Raises the Discount Quality Bar

Simple, step-by step process - makes mailsort easy.  

Up-to-date with latest changes to Royal Mail rules, 
pricing and reporting

Straightforward visual attachment of your database to 
the MailSaver engine. 

Identify and report "faulty addresses" for cleaning.

Maximize Royal Mail mailsort discounts. 

Successful, easy production of mailing-labels, 
envelopes or coversheets

Handle and print customer barcode (CBC) for extra 
discount. 

Export data ready for Mail Merge or spreadsheets. 
Clear comprehensive Royal Mail reports at the touch 
of a button. 

Hot Spot

 www.greenthumb.co.uk 

What does AFD MailSaver offer?



Reaching  the minimum address data quality standard for 
mailsort discount at 90% accuracy may seem difficult - 
however AFD Refiner is designed to help you reach that 
standard. 

What will Refiner do?

Refiner will clean up your address data automatically 
(batch cleaning) or interactively (assisted manual 
cleaning).  

Remove spelling errors – making correspondence 
look more professional.  

Add missing postcodes, complete partial postcodes 
and correct wrong postcodes – enabling you to reach 
postal discount standards. 

Format data consistently – making analysis and 
searching faster and easier while opening up postage 
discounts.

Help prepare your data for customer barcode mailing 
discount and keep it clean.

Jumping Higher

What 
makes a business 

successful?
Welcome to the Spring edition of Postcode 
News where we explore some of the factors that 
make a business successful, by looking at 
GreenThumb. Having pioneered lawn treatment 
in the UK, GreenThumb is now the UK’s largest 
lawn treatment provider – serving over 300,000 
homes, through 175 franchises. 

As AFD celebrates its 25th Anniversary we 
continue to be a learning organisation, and our 
hope is that you will find principles that you can 
apply from the GreenThumb story. Whether 
your organisation is small or large, public, 
private or not-for-profit, we want you to see 
how the full range of AFD Software solutions 
can bring you greater success – as they do for 
GreenThumb.

SPRING Q.2/08

“Making the most of every minute is about the 
environment – using minimal energy... it’s also about 
greater success for each GreenThumb franchise.
  
Tiny amounts of lost time add up to heaps of lost 
revenue. Conversely, tiny amounts of saved time add 
up to mountains of gained revenue. If each franchise 
saved just one minute on each visit through better 
scheduling the network saves around one million 
pounds per year.”

One of the support services GreenThumb provides  
to franchisees is the software systems that drive the 
business. The software is written in-house, regularly 
upgraded and then distributed to franchisees 
nationwide. Rudi George is responsible for 
development:

“The address management software is a vital 
component so once we had decided to look at 
upgrading it – selection was careful. The software 
had to be “ready to go”, easy to integrate, reliable, 
and necessitate minimal support. It was also 
important that users would experience minimal 
“shock” through the changeover.

You cannot guarantee that customers will know their 
postcode and some just recall it inaccurately! So 
rapid reverse lookup of an address where the 
postcode is not known is essential.   

What GreenThumb Franchisees Say

GreenThumb Better Lawn Tip!

www.afd.co.uk/pcplus 

In 1985 Stephen Waring experienced the lawn 
treatment service in the USA. He believed the 
UK was ready for the service and 21 years ago 
on 1st April 1986 he founded GreenThumb in 
North West Wales.  Today, GreenThumb has 
over 175 franchises and new franchises 
continue to open at the rate of one per month. 

“Find a successful pattern –  then 
replicate it.” 

One of the goals of the GreenThumb headquarters 
is to support franchisees and maximise the levels of 
success. Considerable thought goes into planning 
and analysis and this requires accurate data. David 
Collison is Marketing Manager:

“The key to managing the franchise network is to 
understand the potential and performance of each 
area. We import franchisee customer data from 
across the network and display this on a sophisticated 
mapping system. If franchisees don’t use postcode 
validation our mapping and reporting systems are 
corrupted. 

“The full accurate postcode is vital 
to our reporting and analysis”

So that we can maximise territory performance, we 
need to understand where marketing is successful – 
and where it’s not. We also use geodemographic 
data which is postcode based.”

A large franchise can have over 8,000 customers and 
customer growth across the network can mean up to 
15,000 new customers being added each month. 
David continues:
 
“Entering details quickly with AFD Postcode Plus is a 
productivity issue, but it goes way beyond the 80% of 
keystrokes saved when typing in the address. For 
example, each new customer needs to be allocated to 
a particular round based on efficiency. We then need 
to ensure that this customer appears in a logical 
sequence on the schedule sheet for each crew 
member.” 

Love
Your Lawn

 
AFD Postcode Plus and BankFinder continue to be adopted within UNIX environments. Both are available 
as a Developer's API on most versions of UNIX - from Linux, Sun Solaris, HP-UX, Free BSD and SCO. 
For other versions please call 01624 811711 and ask for corporate sales. Fully functional evaluation 
software can be downloaded to enable testing and development of your installation without any 
commitment. The evaluation has libraries for the main platforms including sample source code.  We also 
provide external libraries for use with PL/SQL on Oracle running on UNIX servers.

Cut your lawn properly. Make sure the blade is sharp. Don’t 
cut too short. Don’t let it grow too long. If it’s dry and hot – 
stay off it and don’t cut it. Cut twice a week. Just take the top 
off. See www.GreenThumb.co.uk for lawn tips, hints, bookings 
and registration.

“A little bit of love on address data is part of us 
applying a little bit of love to a customer’s lawn.” 

I’d be lost without the address management system 
– it’s lots of little things that add up.  All the drivers 
have satellite navigation systems. If the postcode is 
wrong they end up in some obsolete bus station 
instead of treating a lawn. Worse, they end up 
looking at a map on their lap or steering wheel. 
We get calls from a lot of elderly people who are 
unable to cut their lawns – often they can be hard 
to understand or hard of hearing. Using AFD we 
can work out the address without having to ask 
them to spell it out. I’d be really lost without it!

Helen Hargrave, 
Lichfield. 
GreenThumb “Newcomer of the Year” 

We send out newsletters to customers and 
letters advising when treatments are due. 
Accurate addresses are about good 
communication – if the address is right it looks 
better and it’s more likely to arrive. If the 
information is accurate when it’s put on the 
system it helps us cluster customers. We just 
ask for the postcode and house number – 
sorted. With nine vans on the road this makes 
us more efficient – so we make more money! 

Kevin Toomey, 
Leicester East.

Working with UNIX?

The Q.2/08 data release has over 150,000 new delivery addresses, over 12,000 new postcodes and 13 new localities. Postal Address Data is constantly 
changing - new buildings are constructed, existing buildings are changed to apartments or back to large houses, and some are demolished. Royal Mail Postcode 
Address File statistics and newly announced changes can be found at:

www.afd.co.uk/news/datanews

The Q.2/08 Names & Numbers release contains the full new edited electoral roll and is available now.

BankFinder updates are essential to ensure that details are not incorrectly accepted or rejected. Occasional 'emergency updates' from BACS are immediately 
made available to BankFinder customers who receive updates.

Updates range in price from £60 +VAT per annum to £150 +VAT per annum depending on the product. To order updates please call 01624 811711  
or email: postcode@afd.co.uk 

The MailSaver Q.2/08 update contains Royal Mail price changes which come into effect on 7th April 2008. MailSaver users have already been informed about 
how to download the update.
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Postcode Plus fulfilled all these criteria as well as 
saving us money.

The integration in Visual Basic 6 was a doddle, 
we worked from the code examples provided and 
the coding took half an hour with the installation 
ready to use in just one day. I think you can get a 
feel from initial contact with a potential supplier 
how the relationship is going to go – and my 
dealings with AFD have been absolutely        
hassle-free and professional.”

David, Marketing Manager 
added: “We already use 
another geodemographic 
system - but as AFD Postcode Plus 
comes with the Censation™ system 
as standard we may be able to save a 
further £16,000 over three years. Postcode 
Plus also comes with grid references and 
“where’s my nearest” as standard.

We are now looking at how we can utilise 
these features to improve our scheduling and 
analysis. As a franchisor, we see AFD as a vital 
cog in the wheel as we seek to maximize the 
efficiency and profitability of each 
GreenThumb franchise.”

Data News Q2/08

www.afd.co.uk/mailsaver
Annual license from just £35 inc VAT per month.

www.afd.co.uk/refiner
Annual license from just £99 inc VAT per month.

John joined AFD in the early days and he describes what builds a solid business and his role in it:

“I think you need a visionary head and a small, dedicated staff that can line up behind that person and make 
it happen. Taking risks is important – I have learned to be a risk-taker – that’s one of the reasons I am in 
Canada.  I guess having a passion and a natural flare plays a part. Before the Postcode side of the business 
got up and running, I learned computers from scratch and spent three years providing software and hardware 
sales and support predominately to charities. Along the way I’ve learned a lot about marketing and manage-
ment skills. My strengths have always been best expressed as “right-hand man", activist, doer, energizer, 
completer – taking full and final responsibility.” 

John’s main passions are China, music and his family – he has three sons in China doing language study and 
teaching English and is now Grandfather to a one-year-old granddaughter.

Living in Canada, John misses a good (English!) curry and fish & chips and finds his musical taste mellowing 
(with age!) to include classical and new country. 

John Dolman
AFD Software Director

Royal Mail has raised the data quality standard required for 
access to its substantial mailsort postage discount scheme. 
From May 1st 2008 the minimum level is 90% accuracy for 
addresses and postcodes. For barcode discount the level is now 
90% accuracy to letterbox level.

What can you do to meet these new standards?

The rules surrounding the discounts can seem onerous and are 
constantly changing. One result is that the number of 
accredited suppliers has dropped by 20% and a major mailsort 
software supplier has lost its accreditation.

The good news is that AFD believe the substantial postage 
savings on offer are worth the effort. AFD MailSaver continues 
to be bang up-to-date with the latest changes. In fact our 
software was amongst the first to be accredited following the 
raft of recent changes.
 

Royal Mail Raises the Discount Quality Bar

Simple, step-by step process - makes mailsort easy.  

Up-to-date with latest changes to Royal Mail rules, 
pricing and reporting

Straightforward visual attachment of your database to 
the MailSaver engine. 

Identify and report "faulty addresses" for cleaning.

Maximize Royal Mail mailsort discounts. 

Successful, easy production of mailing-labels, 
envelopes or coversheets

Handle and print customer barcode (CBC) for extra 
discount. 

Export data ready for Mail Merge or spreadsheets. 
Clear comprehensive Royal Mail reports at the touch 
of a button. 

Hot Spot

 www.greenthumb.co.uk 

What does AFD MailSaver offer?



Reaching  the minimum address data quality standard for 
mailsort discount at 90% accuracy may seem difficult - 
however AFD Refiner is designed to help you reach that 
standard. 

What will Refiner do?

Refiner will clean up your address data automatically 
(batch cleaning) or interactively (assisted manual 
cleaning).  

Remove spelling errors – making correspondence 
look more professional.  

Add missing postcodes, complete partial postcodes 
and correct wrong postcodes – enabling you to reach 
postal discount standards. 

Format data consistently – making analysis and 
searching faster and easier while opening up postage 
discounts.

Help prepare your data for customer barcode mailing 
discount and keep it clean.

Jumping Higher

What 
makes a business 

successful?
Welcome to the Spring edition of Postcode 
News where we explore some of the factors that 
make a business successful, by looking at 
GreenThumb. Having pioneered lawn treatment 
in the UK, GreenThumb is now the UK’s largest 
lawn treatment provider – serving over 300,000 
homes, through 175 franchises. 

As AFD celebrates its 25th Anniversary we 
continue to be a learning organisation, and our 
hope is that you will find principles that you can 
apply from the GreenThumb story. Whether 
your organisation is small or large, public, 
private or not-for-profit, we want you to see 
how the full range of AFD Software solutions 
can bring you greater success – as they do for 
GreenThumb.

SPRING Q.2/08

“Making the most of every minute is about the 
environment – using minimal energy... it’s also about 
greater success for each GreenThumb franchise.
  
Tiny amounts of lost time add up to heaps of lost 
revenue. Conversely, tiny amounts of saved time add 
up to mountains of gained revenue. If each franchise 
saved just one minute on each visit through better 
scheduling the network saves around one million 
pounds per year.”

One of the support services GreenThumb provides  
to franchisees is the software systems that drive the 
business. The software is written in-house, regularly 
upgraded and then distributed to franchisees 
nationwide. Rudi George is responsible for 
development:

“The address management software is a vital 
component so once we had decided to look at 
upgrading it – selection was careful. The software 
had to be “ready to go”, easy to integrate, reliable, 
and necessitate minimal support. It was also 
important that users would experience minimal 
“shock” through the changeover.

You cannot guarantee that customers will know their 
postcode and some just recall it inaccurately! So 
rapid reverse lookup of an address where the 
postcode is not known is essential.   

What GreenThumb Franchisees Say

GreenThumb Better Lawn Tip!

www.afd.co.uk/pcplus 

In 1985 Stephen Waring experienced the lawn 
treatment service in the USA. He believed the 
UK was ready for the service and 21 years ago 
on 1st April 1986 he founded GreenThumb in 
North West Wales.  Today, GreenThumb has 
over 175 franchises and new franchises 
continue to open at the rate of one per month. 

“Find a successful pattern –  then 
replicate it.” 

One of the goals of the GreenThumb headquarters 
is to support franchisees and maximise the levels of 
success. Considerable thought goes into planning 
and analysis and this requires accurate data. David 
Collison is Marketing Manager:

“The key to managing the franchise network is to 
understand the potential and performance of each 
area. We import franchisee customer data from 
across the network and display this on a sophisticated 
mapping system. If franchisees don’t use postcode 
validation our mapping and reporting systems are 
corrupted. 

“The full accurate postcode is vital 
to our reporting and analysis”

So that we can maximise territory performance, we 
need to understand where marketing is successful – 
and where it’s not. We also use geodemographic 
data which is postcode based.”

A large franchise can have over 8,000 customers and 
customer growth across the network can mean up to 
15,000 new customers being added each month. 
David continues:
 
“Entering details quickly with AFD Postcode Plus is a 
productivity issue, but it goes way beyond the 80% of 
keystrokes saved when typing in the address. For 
example, each new customer needs to be allocated to 
a particular round based on efficiency. We then need 
to ensure that this customer appears in a logical 
sequence on the schedule sheet for each crew 
member.” 

Love
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AFD Postcode Plus and BankFinder continue to be adopted within UNIX environments. Both are available 
as a Developer's API on most versions of UNIX - from Linux, Sun Solaris, HP-UX, Free BSD and SCO. 
For other versions please call 01624 811711 and ask for corporate sales. Fully functional evaluation 
software can be downloaded to enable testing and development of your installation without any 
commitment. The evaluation has libraries for the main platforms including sample source code.  We also 
provide external libraries for use with PL/SQL on Oracle running on UNIX servers.

Cut your lawn properly. Make sure the blade is sharp. Don’t 
cut too short. Don’t let it grow too long. If it’s dry and hot – 
stay off it and don’t cut it. Cut twice a week. Just take the top 
off. See www.GreenThumb.co.uk for lawn tips, hints, bookings 
and registration.

“A little bit of love on address data is part of us 
applying a little bit of love to a customer’s lawn.” 

I’d be lost without the address management system 
– it’s lots of little things that add up.  All the drivers 
have satellite navigation systems. If the postcode is 
wrong they end up in some obsolete bus station 
instead of treating a lawn. Worse, they end up 
looking at a map on their lap or steering wheel. 
We get calls from a lot of elderly people who are 
unable to cut their lawns – often they can be hard 
to understand or hard of hearing. Using AFD we 
can work out the address without having to ask 
them to spell it out. I’d be really lost without it!

Helen Hargrave, 
Lichfield. 
GreenThumb “Newcomer of the Year” 

We send out newsletters to customers and 
letters advising when treatments are due. 
Accurate addresses are about good 
communication – if the address is right it looks 
better and it’s more likely to arrive. If the 
information is accurate when it’s put on the 
system it helps us cluster customers. We just 
ask for the postcode and house number – 
sorted. With nine vans on the road this makes 
us more efficient – so we make more money! 

Kevin Toomey, 
Leicester East.

Working with UNIX?

The Q.2/08 data release has over 150,000 new delivery addresses, over 12,000 new postcodes and 13 new localities. Postal Address Data is constantly 
changing - new buildings are constructed, existing buildings are changed to apartments or back to large houses, and some are demolished. Royal Mail Postcode 
Address File statistics and newly announced changes can be found at:

www.afd.co.uk/news/datanews

The Q.2/08 Names & Numbers release contains the full new edited electoral roll and is available now.

BankFinder updates are essential to ensure that details are not incorrectly accepted or rejected. Occasional 'emergency updates' from BACS are immediately 
made available to BankFinder customers who receive updates.

Updates range in price from £60 +VAT per annum to £150 +VAT per annum depending on the product. To order updates please call 01624 811711  
or email: postcode@afd.co.uk 

The MailSaver Q.2/08 update contains Royal Mail price changes which come into effect on 7th April 2008. MailSaver users have already been informed about 
how to download the update.
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Postcode Plus fulfilled all these criteria as well as 
saving us money.

The integration in Visual Basic 6 was a doddle, 
we worked from the code examples provided and 
the coding took half an hour with the installation 
ready to use in just one day. I think you can get a 
feel from initial contact with a potential supplier 
how the relationship is going to go – and my 
dealings with AFD have been absolutely        
hassle-free and professional.”

David, Marketing Manager 
added: “We already use 
another geodemographic 
system - but as AFD Postcode Plus 
comes with the Censation™ system 
as standard we may be able to save a 
further £16,000 over three years. Postcode 
Plus also comes with grid references and 
“where’s my nearest” as standard.

We are now looking at how we can utilise 
these features to improve our scheduling and 
analysis. As a franchisor, we see AFD as a vital 
cog in the wheel as we seek to maximize the 
efficiency and profitability of each 
GreenThumb franchise.”

Data News Q2/08

www.afd.co.uk/mailsaver
Annual license from just £35 inc VAT per month.

www.afd.co.uk/refiner
Annual license from just £99 inc VAT per month.

John joined AFD in the early days and he describes what builds a solid business and his role in it:

“I think you need a visionary head and a small, dedicated staff that can line up behind that person and make 
it happen. Taking risks is important – I have learned to be a risk-taker – that’s one of the reasons I am in 
Canada.  I guess having a passion and a natural flare plays a part. Before the Postcode side of the business 
got up and running, I learned computers from scratch and spent three years providing software and hardware 
sales and support predominately to charities. Along the way I’ve learned a lot about marketing and manage-
ment skills. My strengths have always been best expressed as “right-hand man", activist, doer, energizer, 
completer – taking full and final responsibility.” 

John’s main passions are China, music and his family – he has three sons in China doing language study and 
teaching English and is now Grandfather to a one-year-old granddaughter.

Living in Canada, John misses a good (English!) curry and fish & chips and finds his musical taste mellowing 
(with age!) to include classical and new country. 

John Dolman
AFD Software Director

Royal Mail has raised the data quality standard required for 
access to its substantial mailsort postage discount scheme. 
From May 1st 2008 the minimum level is 90% accuracy for 
addresses and postcodes. For barcode discount the level is now 
90% accuracy to letterbox level.

What can you do to meet these new standards?

The rules surrounding the discounts can seem onerous and are 
constantly changing. One result is that the number of 
accredited suppliers has dropped by 20% and a major mailsort 
software supplier has lost its accreditation.

The good news is that AFD believe the substantial postage 
savings on offer are worth the effort. AFD MailSaver continues 
to be bang up-to-date with the latest changes. In fact our 
software was amongst the first to be accredited following the 
raft of recent changes.
 

Royal Mail Raises the Discount Quality Bar

Simple, step-by step process - makes mailsort easy.  

Up-to-date with latest changes to Royal Mail rules, 
pricing and reporting

Straightforward visual attachment of your database to 
the MailSaver engine. 

Identify and report "faulty addresses" for cleaning.

Maximize Royal Mail mailsort discounts. 

Successful, easy production of mailing-labels, 
envelopes or coversheets

Handle and print customer barcode (CBC) for extra 
discount. 

Export data ready for Mail Merge or spreadsheets. 
Clear comprehensive Royal Mail reports at the touch 
of a button. 

Hot Spot

 www.greenthumb.co.uk 

What does AFD MailSaver offer?



Reaching  the minimum address data quality standard for 
mailsort discount at 90% accuracy may seem difficult - 
however AFD Refiner is designed to help you reach that 
standard. 

What will Refiner do?

Refiner will clean up your address data automatically 
(batch cleaning) or interactively (assisted manual 
cleaning).  

Remove spelling errors – making correspondence 
look more professional.  

Add missing postcodes, complete partial postcodes 
and correct wrong postcodes – enabling you to reach 
postal discount standards. 

Format data consistently – making analysis and 
searching faster and easier while opening up postage 
discounts.

Help prepare your data for customer barcode mailing 
discount and keep it clean.

Jumping Higher

What 
makes a business 

successful?
Welcome to the Spring edition of Postcode 
News where we explore some of the factors that 
make a business successful, by looking at 
GreenThumb. Having pioneered lawn treatment 
in the UK, GreenThumb is now the UK’s largest 
lawn treatment provider – serving over 300,000 
homes, through 175 franchises. 

As AFD celebrates its 25th Anniversary we 
continue to be a learning organisation, and our 
hope is that you will find principles that you can 
apply from the GreenThumb story. Whether 
your organisation is small or large, public, 
private or not-for-profit, we want you to see 
how the full range of AFD Software solutions 
can bring you greater success – as they do for 
GreenThumb.

SPRING Q.2/08

“Making the most of every minute is about the 
environment – using minimal energy... it’s also about 
greater success for each GreenThumb franchise.
  
Tiny amounts of lost time add up to heaps of lost 
revenue. Conversely, tiny amounts of saved time add 
up to mountains of gained revenue. If each franchise 
saved just one minute on each visit through better 
scheduling the network saves around one million 
pounds per year.”

One of the support services GreenThumb provides  
to franchisees is the software systems that drive the 
business. The software is written in-house, regularly 
upgraded and then distributed to franchisees 
nationwide. Rudi George is responsible for 
development:

“The address management software is a vital 
component so once we had decided to look at 
upgrading it – selection was careful. The software 
had to be “ready to go”, easy to integrate, reliable, 
and necessitate minimal support. It was also 
important that users would experience minimal 
“shock” through the changeover.

You cannot guarantee that customers will know their 
postcode and some just recall it inaccurately! So 
rapid reverse lookup of an address where the 
postcode is not known is essential.   

What GreenThumb Franchisees Say

GreenThumb Better Lawn Tip!

www.afd.co.uk/pcplus 

In 1985 Stephen Waring experienced the lawn 
treatment service in the USA. He believed the 
UK was ready for the service and 21 years ago 
on 1st April 1986 he founded GreenThumb in 
North West Wales.  Today, GreenThumb has 
over 175 franchises and new franchises 
continue to open at the rate of one per month. 

“Find a successful pattern –  then 
replicate it.” 

One of the goals of the GreenThumb headquarters 
is to support franchisees and maximise the levels of 
success. Considerable thought goes into planning 
and analysis and this requires accurate data. David 
Collison is Marketing Manager:

“The key to managing the franchise network is to 
understand the potential and performance of each 
area. We import franchisee customer data from 
across the network and display this on a sophisticated 
mapping system. If franchisees don’t use postcode 
validation our mapping and reporting systems are 
corrupted. 

“The full accurate postcode is vital 
to our reporting and analysis”

So that we can maximise territory performance, we 
need to understand where marketing is successful – 
and where it’s not. We also use geodemographic 
data which is postcode based.”

A large franchise can have over 8,000 customers and 
customer growth across the network can mean up to 
15,000 new customers being added each month. 
David continues:
 
“Entering details quickly with AFD Postcode Plus is a 
productivity issue, but it goes way beyond the 80% of 
keystrokes saved when typing in the address. For 
example, each new customer needs to be allocated to 
a particular round based on efficiency. We then need 
to ensure that this customer appears in a logical 
sequence on the schedule sheet for each crew 
member.” 

Love
Your Lawn

 
AFD Postcode Plus and BankFinder continue to be adopted within UNIX environments. Both are available 
as a Developer's API on most versions of UNIX - from Linux, Sun Solaris, HP-UX, Free BSD and SCO. 
For other versions please call 01624 811711 and ask for corporate sales. Fully functional evaluation 
software can be downloaded to enable testing and development of your installation without any 
commitment. The evaluation has libraries for the main platforms including sample source code.  We also 
provide external libraries for use with PL/SQL on Oracle running on UNIX servers.

Cut your lawn properly. Make sure the blade is sharp. Don’t 
cut too short. Don’t let it grow too long. If it’s dry and hot – 
stay off it and don’t cut it. Cut twice a week. Just take the top 
off. See www.GreenThumb.co.uk for lawn tips, hints, bookings 
and registration.

“A little bit of love on address data is part of us 
applying a little bit of love to a customer’s lawn.” 

I’d be lost without the address management system 
– it’s lots of little things that add up.  All the drivers 
have satellite navigation systems. If the postcode is 
wrong they end up in some obsolete bus station 
instead of treating a lawn. Worse, they end up 
looking at a map on their lap or steering wheel. 
We get calls from a lot of elderly people who are 
unable to cut their lawns – often they can be hard 
to understand or hard of hearing. Using AFD we 
can work out the address without having to ask 
them to spell it out. I’d be really lost without it!

Helen Hargrave, 
Lichfield. 
GreenThumb “Newcomer of the Year” 

We send out newsletters to customers and 
letters advising when treatments are due. 
Accurate addresses are about good 
communication – if the address is right it looks 
better and it’s more likely to arrive. If the 
information is accurate when it’s put on the 
system it helps us cluster customers. We just 
ask for the postcode and house number – 
sorted. With nine vans on the road this makes 
us more efficient – so we make more money! 

Kevin Toomey, 
Leicester East.

Working with UNIX?

The Q.2/08 data release has over 150,000 new delivery addresses, over 12,000 new postcodes and 13 new localities. Postal Address Data is constantly 
changing - new buildings are constructed, existing buildings are changed to apartments or back to large houses, and some are demolished. Royal Mail Postcode 
Address File statistics and newly announced changes can be found at:

www.afd.co.uk/news/datanews

The Q.2/08 Names & Numbers release contains the full new edited electoral roll and is available now.

BankFinder updates are essential to ensure that details are not incorrectly accepted or rejected. Occasional 'emergency updates' from BACS are immediately 
made available to BankFinder customers who receive updates.

Updates range in price from £60 +VAT per annum to £150 +VAT per annum depending on the product. To order updates please call 01624 811711  
or email: postcode@afd.co.uk 

The MailSaver Q.2/08 update contains Royal Mail price changes which come into effect on 7th April 2008. MailSaver users have already been informed about 
how to download the update.
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Postcode Plus fulfilled all these criteria as well as 
saving us money.

The integration in Visual Basic 6 was a doddle, 
we worked from the code examples provided and 
the coding took half an hour with the installation 
ready to use in just one day. I think you can get a 
feel from initial contact with a potential supplier 
how the relationship is going to go – and my 
dealings with AFD have been absolutely        
hassle-free and professional.”

David, Marketing Manager 
added: “We already use 
another geodemographic 
system - but as AFD Postcode Plus 
comes with the Censation™ system 
as standard we may be able to save a 
further £16,000 over three years. Postcode 
Plus also comes with grid references and 
“where’s my nearest” as standard.

We are now looking at how we can utilise 
these features to improve our scheduling and 
analysis. As a franchisor, we see AFD as a vital 
cog in the wheel as we seek to maximize the 
efficiency and profitability of each 
GreenThumb franchise.”

Data News Q2/08

www.afd.co.uk/mailsaver
Annual license from just £35 inc VAT per month.

www.afd.co.uk/refiner
Annual license from just £99 inc VAT per month.

John joined AFD in the early days and he describes what builds a solid business and his role in it:

“I think you need a visionary head and a small, dedicated staff that can line up behind that person and make 
it happen. Taking risks is important – I have learned to be a risk-taker – that’s one of the reasons I am in 
Canada.  I guess having a passion and a natural flare plays a part. Before the Postcode side of the business 
got up and running, I learned computers from scratch and spent three years providing software and hardware 
sales and support predominately to charities. Along the way I’ve learned a lot about marketing and manage-
ment skills. My strengths have always been best expressed as “right-hand man", activist, doer, energizer, 
completer – taking full and final responsibility.” 

John’s main passions are China, music and his family – he has three sons in China doing language study and 
teaching English and is now Grandfather to a one-year-old granddaughter.

Living in Canada, John misses a good (English!) curry and fish & chips and finds his musical taste mellowing 
(with age!) to include classical and new country. 

John Dolman
AFD Software Director

Royal Mail has raised the data quality standard required for 
access to its substantial mailsort postage discount scheme. 
From May 1st 2008 the minimum level is 90% accuracy for 
addresses and postcodes. For barcode discount the level is now 
90% accuracy to letterbox level.

What can you do to meet these new standards?

The rules surrounding the discounts can seem onerous and are 
constantly changing. One result is that the number of 
accredited suppliers has dropped by 20% and a major mailsort 
software supplier has lost its accreditation.

The good news is that AFD believe the substantial postage 
savings on offer are worth the effort. AFD MailSaver continues 
to be bang up-to-date with the latest changes. In fact our 
software was amongst the first to be accredited following the 
raft of recent changes.
 

Royal Mail Raises the Discount Quality Bar

Simple, step-by step process - makes mailsort easy.  

Up-to-date with latest changes to Royal Mail rules, 
pricing and reporting

Straightforward visual attachment of your database to 
the MailSaver engine. 

Identify and report "faulty addresses" for cleaning.

Maximize Royal Mail mailsort discounts. 

Successful, easy production of mailing-labels, 
envelopes or coversheets

Handle and print customer barcode (CBC) for extra 
discount. 

Export data ready for Mail Merge or spreadsheets. 
Clear comprehensive Royal Mail reports at the touch 
of a button. 

Hot Spot

 www.greenthumb.co.uk 

What does AFD MailSaver offer?



Reaching  the minimum address data quality standard for 
mailsort discount at 90% accuracy may seem difficult - 
however AFD Refiner is designed to help you reach that 
standard. 

What will Refiner do?

Refiner will clean up your address data automatically 
(batch cleaning) or interactively (assisted manual 
cleaning).  

Remove spelling errors – making correspondence 
look more professional.  

Add missing postcodes, complete partial postcodes 
and correct wrong postcodes – enabling you to reach 
postal discount standards. 

Format data consistently – making analysis and 
searching faster and easier while opening up postage 
discounts.

Help prepare your data for customer barcode mailing 
discount and keep it clean.

Jumping Higher

What 
makes a business 

successful?
Welcome to the Spring edition of Postcode 
News where we explore some of the factors that 
make a business successful, by looking at 
GreenThumb. Having pioneered lawn treatment 
in the UK, GreenThumb is now the UK’s largest 
lawn treatment provider – serving over 300,000 
homes, through 175 franchises. 

As AFD celebrates its 25th Anniversary we 
continue to be a learning organisation, and our 
hope is that you will find principles that you can 
apply from the GreenThumb story. Whether 
your organisation is small or large, public, 
private or not-for-profit, we want you to see 
how the full range of AFD Software solutions 
can bring you greater success – as they do for 
GreenThumb.

SPRING Q.2/08

“Making the most of every minute is about the 
environment – using minimal energy... it’s also about 
greater success for each GreenThumb franchise.
  
Tiny amounts of lost time add up to heaps of lost 
revenue. Conversely, tiny amounts of saved time add 
up to mountains of gained revenue. If each franchise 
saved just one minute on each visit through better 
scheduling the network saves around one million 
pounds per year.”

One of the support services GreenThumb provides  
to franchisees is the software systems that drive the 
business. The software is written in-house, regularly 
upgraded and then distributed to franchisees 
nationwide. Rudi George is responsible for 
development:

“The address management software is a vital 
component so once we had decided to look at 
upgrading it – selection was careful. The software 
had to be “ready to go”, easy to integrate, reliable, 
and necessitate minimal support. It was also 
important that users would experience minimal 
“shock” through the changeover.

You cannot guarantee that customers will know their 
postcode and some just recall it inaccurately! So 
rapid reverse lookup of an address where the 
postcode is not known is essential.   

What GreenThumb Franchisees Say

GreenThumb Better Lawn Tip!

www.afd.co.uk/pcplus 

In 1985 Stephen Waring experienced the lawn 
treatment service in the USA. He believed the 
UK was ready for the service and 21 years ago 
on 1st April 1986 he founded GreenThumb in 
North West Wales.  Today, GreenThumb has 
over 175 franchises and new franchises 
continue to open at the rate of one per month. 

“Find a successful pattern –  then 
replicate it.” 

One of the goals of the GreenThumb headquarters 
is to support franchisees and maximise the levels of 
success. Considerable thought goes into planning 
and analysis and this requires accurate data. David 
Collison is Marketing Manager:

“The key to managing the franchise network is to 
understand the potential and performance of each 
area. We import franchisee customer data from 
across the network and display this on a sophisticated 
mapping system. If franchisees don’t use postcode 
validation our mapping and reporting systems are 
corrupted. 

“The full accurate postcode is vital 
to our reporting and analysis”

So that we can maximise territory performance, we 
need to understand where marketing is successful – 
and where it’s not. We also use geodemographic 
data which is postcode based.”

A large franchise can have over 8,000 customers and 
customer growth across the network can mean up to 
15,000 new customers being added each month. 
David continues:
 
“Entering details quickly with AFD Postcode Plus is a 
productivity issue, but it goes way beyond the 80% of 
keystrokes saved when typing in the address. For 
example, each new customer needs to be allocated to 
a particular round based on efficiency. We then need 
to ensure that this customer appears in a logical 
sequence on the schedule sheet for each crew 
member.” 

Love
Your Lawn

 
AFD Postcode Plus and BankFinder continue to be adopted within UNIX environments. Both are available 
as a Developer's API on most versions of UNIX - from Linux, Sun Solaris, HP-UX, Free BSD and SCO. 
For other versions please call 01624 811711 and ask for corporate sales. Fully functional evaluation 
software can be downloaded to enable testing and development of your installation without any 
commitment. The evaluation has libraries for the main platforms including sample source code.  We also 
provide external libraries for use with PL/SQL on Oracle running on UNIX servers.

Cut your lawn properly. Make sure the blade is sharp. Don’t 
cut too short. Don’t let it grow too long. If it’s dry and hot – 
stay off it and don’t cut it. Cut twice a week. Just take the top 
off. See www.GreenThumb.co.uk for lawn tips, hints, bookings 
and registration.

“A little bit of love on address data is part of us 
applying a little bit of love to a customer’s lawn.” 

I’d be lost without the address management system 
– it’s lots of little things that add up.  All the drivers 
have satellite navigation systems. If the postcode is 
wrong they end up in some obsolete bus station 
instead of treating a lawn. Worse, they end up 
looking at a map on their lap or steering wheel. 
We get calls from a lot of elderly people who are 
unable to cut their lawns – often they can be hard 
to understand or hard of hearing. Using AFD we 
can work out the address without having to ask 
them to spell it out. I’d be really lost without it!

Helen Hargrave, 
Lichfield. 
GreenThumb “Newcomer of the Year” 

We send out newsletters to customers and 
letters advising when treatments are due. 
Accurate addresses are about good 
communication – if the address is right it looks 
better and it’s more likely to arrive. If the 
information is accurate when it’s put on the 
system it helps us cluster customers. We just 
ask for the postcode and house number – 
sorted. With nine vans on the road this makes 
us more efficient – so we make more money! 

Kevin Toomey, 
Leicester East.

Working with UNIX?

The Q.2/08 data release has over 150,000 new delivery addresses, over 12,000 new postcodes and 13 new localities. Postal Address Data is constantly 
changing - new buildings are constructed, existing buildings are changed to apartments or back to large houses, and some are demolished. Royal Mail Postcode 
Address File statistics and newly announced changes can be found at:

www.afd.co.uk/news/datanews

The Q.2/08 Names & Numbers release contains the full new edited electoral roll and is available now.

BankFinder updates are essential to ensure that details are not incorrectly accepted or rejected. Occasional 'emergency updates' from BACS are immediately 
made available to BankFinder customers who receive updates.

Updates range in price from £60 +VAT per annum to £150 +VAT per annum depending on the product. To order updates please call 01624 811711  
or email: postcode@afd.co.uk 

The MailSaver Q.2/08 update contains Royal Mail price changes which come into effect on 7th April 2008. MailSaver users have already been informed about 
how to download the update.
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Postcode Plus fulfilled all these criteria as well as 
saving us money.

The integration in Visual Basic 6 was a doddle, 
we worked from the code examples provided and 
the coding took half an hour with the installation 
ready to use in just one day. I think you can get a 
feel from initial contact with a potential supplier 
how the relationship is going to go – and my 
dealings with AFD have been absolutely        
hassle-free and professional.”

David, Marketing Manager 
added: “We already use 
another geodemographic 
system - but as AFD Postcode Plus 
comes with the Censation™ system 
as standard we may be able to save a 
further £16,000 over three years. Postcode 
Plus also comes with grid references and 
“where’s my nearest” as standard.

We are now looking at how we can utilise 
these features to improve our scheduling and 
analysis. As a franchisor, we see AFD as a vital 
cog in the wheel as we seek to maximize the 
efficiency and profitability of each 
GreenThumb franchise.”

Data News Q2/08

www.afd.co.uk/mailsaver
Annual license from just £35 inc VAT per month.

www.afd.co.uk/refiner
Annual license from just £99 inc VAT per month.

John joined AFD in the early days and he describes what builds a solid business and his role in it:

“I think you need a visionary head and a small, dedicated staff that can line up behind that person and make 
it happen. Taking risks is important – I have learned to be a risk-taker – that’s one of the reasons I am in 
Canada.  I guess having a passion and a natural flare plays a part. Before the Postcode side of the business 
got up and running, I learned computers from scratch and spent three years providing software and hardware 
sales and support predominately to charities. Along the way I’ve learned a lot about marketing and manage-
ment skills. My strengths have always been best expressed as “right-hand man", activist, doer, energizer, 
completer – taking full and final responsibility.” 

John’s main passions are China, music and his family – he has three sons in China doing language study and 
teaching English and is now Grandfather to a one-year-old granddaughter.

Living in Canada, John misses a good (English!) curry and fish & chips and finds his musical taste mellowing 
(with age!) to include classical and new country. 

John Dolman
AFD Software Director

Royal Mail has raised the data quality standard required for 
access to its substantial mailsort postage discount scheme. 
From May 1st 2008 the minimum level is 90% accuracy for 
addresses and postcodes. For barcode discount the level is now 
90% accuracy to letterbox level.

What can you do to meet these new standards?

The rules surrounding the discounts can seem onerous and are 
constantly changing. One result is that the number of 
accredited suppliers has dropped by 20% and a major mailsort 
software supplier has lost its accreditation.

The good news is that AFD believe the substantial postage 
savings on offer are worth the effort. AFD MailSaver continues 
to be bang up-to-date with the latest changes. In fact our 
software was amongst the first to be accredited following the 
raft of recent changes.
 

Royal Mail Raises the Discount Quality Bar

Simple, step-by step process - makes mailsort easy.  

Up-to-date with latest changes to Royal Mail rules, 
pricing and reporting

Straightforward visual attachment of your database to 
the MailSaver engine. 

Identify and report "faulty addresses" for cleaning.

Maximize Royal Mail mailsort discounts. 

Successful, easy production of mailing-labels, 
envelopes or coversheets

Handle and print customer barcode (CBC) for extra 
discount. 

Export data ready for Mail Merge or spreadsheets. 
Clear comprehensive Royal Mail reports at the touch 
of a button. 

Hot Spot

 www.greenthumb.co.uk 

What does AFD MailSaver offer?



Reaching  the minimum address data quality standard for 
mailsort discount at 90% accuracy may seem difficult - 
however AFD Refiner is designed to help you reach that 
standard. 

What will Refiner do?

Refiner will clean up your address data automatically 
(batch cleaning) or interactively (assisted manual 
cleaning).  

Remove spelling errors – making correspondence 
look more professional.  

Add missing postcodes, complete partial postcodes 
and correct wrong postcodes – enabling you to reach 
postal discount standards. 

Format data consistently – making analysis and 
searching faster and easier while opening up postage 
discounts.

Help prepare your data for customer barcode mailing 
discount and keep it clean.

Jumping Higher

What 
makes a business 

successful?
Welcome to the Spring edition of Postcode 
News where we explore some of the factors that 
make a business successful, by looking at 
GreenThumb. Having pioneered lawn treatment 
in the UK, GreenThumb is now the UK’s largest 
lawn treatment provider – serving over 300,000 
homes, through 175 franchises. 

As AFD celebrates its 25th Anniversary we 
continue to be a learning organisation, and our 
hope is that you will find principles that you can 
apply from the GreenThumb story. Whether 
your organisation is small or large, public, 
private or not-for-profit, we want you to see 
how the full range of AFD Software solutions 
can bring you greater success – as they do for 
GreenThumb.

SPRING Q.2/08

“Making the most of every minute is about the 
environment – using minimal energy... it’s also about 
greater success for each GreenThumb franchise.
  
Tiny amounts of lost time add up to heaps of lost 
revenue. Conversely, tiny amounts of saved time add 
up to mountains of gained revenue. If each franchise 
saved just one minute on each visit through better 
scheduling the network saves around one million 
pounds per year.”

One of the support services GreenThumb provides  
to franchisees is the software systems that drive the 
business. The software is written in-house, regularly 
upgraded and then distributed to franchisees 
nationwide. Rudi George is responsible for 
development:

“The address management software is a vital 
component so once we had decided to look at 
upgrading it – selection was careful. The software 
had to be “ready to go”, easy to integrate, reliable, 
and necessitate minimal support. It was also 
important that users would experience minimal 
“shock” through the changeover.

You cannot guarantee that customers will know their 
postcode and some just recall it inaccurately! So 
rapid reverse lookup of an address where the 
postcode is not known is essential.   

What GreenThumb Franchisees Say

GreenThumb Better Lawn Tip!

www.afd.co.uk/pcplus 

In 1985 Stephen Waring experienced the lawn 
treatment service in the USA. He believed the 
UK was ready for the service and 21 years ago 
on 1st April 1986 he founded GreenThumb in 
North West Wales.  Today, GreenThumb has 
over 175 franchises and new franchises 
continue to open at the rate of one per month. 

“Find a successful pattern –  then 
replicate it.” 

One of the goals of the GreenThumb headquarters 
is to support franchisees and maximise the levels of 
success. Considerable thought goes into planning 
and analysis and this requires accurate data. David 
Collison is Marketing Manager:

“The key to managing the franchise network is to 
understand the potential and performance of each 
area. We import franchisee customer data from 
across the network and display this on a sophisticated 
mapping system. If franchisees don’t use postcode 
validation our mapping and reporting systems are 
corrupted. 

“The full accurate postcode is vital 
to our reporting and analysis”

So that we can maximise territory performance, we 
need to understand where marketing is successful – 
and where it’s not. We also use geodemographic 
data which is postcode based.”

A large franchise can have over 8,000 customers and 
customer growth across the network can mean up to 
15,000 new customers being added each month. 
David continues:
 
“Entering details quickly with AFD Postcode Plus is a 
productivity issue, but it goes way beyond the 80% of 
keystrokes saved when typing in the address. For 
example, each new customer needs to be allocated to 
a particular round based on efficiency. We then need 
to ensure that this customer appears in a logical 
sequence on the schedule sheet for each crew 
member.” 

Love
Your Lawn

 
AFD Postcode Plus and BankFinder continue to be adopted within UNIX environments. Both are available 
as a Developer's API on most versions of UNIX - from Linux, Sun Solaris, HP-UX, Free BSD and SCO. 
For other versions please call 01624 811711 and ask for corporate sales. Fully functional evaluation 
software can be downloaded to enable testing and development of your installation without any 
commitment. The evaluation has libraries for the main platforms including sample source code.  We also 
provide external libraries for use with PL/SQL on Oracle running on UNIX servers.

Cut your lawn properly. Make sure the blade is sharp. Don’t 
cut too short. Don’t let it grow too long. If it’s dry and hot – 
stay off it and don’t cut it. Cut twice a week. Just take the top 
off. See www.GreenThumb.co.uk for lawn tips, hints, bookings 
and registration.

“A little bit of love on address data is part of us 
applying a little bit of love to a customer’s lawn.” 

I’d be lost without the address management system 
– it’s lots of little things that add up.  All the drivers 
have satellite navigation systems. If the postcode is 
wrong they end up in some obsolete bus station 
instead of treating a lawn. Worse, they end up 
looking at a map on their lap or steering wheel. 
We get calls from a lot of elderly people who are 
unable to cut their lawns – often they can be hard 
to understand or hard of hearing. Using AFD we 
can work out the address without having to ask 
them to spell it out. I’d be really lost without it!

Helen Hargrave, 
Lichfield. 
GreenThumb “Newcomer of the Year” 

We send out newsletters to customers and 
letters advising when treatments are due. 
Accurate addresses are about good 
communication – if the address is right it looks 
better and it’s more likely to arrive. If the 
information is accurate when it’s put on the 
system it helps us cluster customers. We just 
ask for the postcode and house number – 
sorted. With nine vans on the road this makes 
us more efficient – so we make more money! 

Kevin Toomey, 
Leicester East.

Working with UNIX?

The Q.2/08 data release has over 150,000 new delivery addresses, over 12,000 new postcodes and 13 new localities. Postal Address Data is constantly 
changing - new buildings are constructed, existing buildings are changed to apartments or back to large houses, and some are demolished. Royal Mail Postcode 
Address File statistics and newly announced changes can be found at:

www.afd.co.uk/news/datanews

The Q.2/08 Names & Numbers release contains the full new edited electoral roll and is available now.

BankFinder updates are essential to ensure that details are not incorrectly accepted or rejected. Occasional 'emergency updates' from BACS are immediately 
made available to BankFinder customers who receive updates.

Updates range in price from £60 +VAT per annum to £150 +VAT per annum depending on the product. To order updates please call 01624 811711  
or email: postcode@afd.co.uk 

The MailSaver Q.2/08 update contains Royal Mail price changes which come into effect on 7th April 2008. MailSaver users have already been informed about 
how to download the update.

©2008 AFD Software Ltd. 'AFD', 'AFD ADDRESS 2000', 'AFD 
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respective companies. All Rights Reserved.
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www.afd.co.uk/unix

Postcode Plus fulfilled all these criteria as well as 
saving us money.

The integration in Visual Basic 6 was a doddle, 
we worked from the code examples provided and 
the coding took half an hour with the installation 
ready to use in just one day. I think you can get a 
feel from initial contact with a potential supplier 
how the relationship is going to go – and my 
dealings with AFD have been absolutely        
hassle-free and professional.”

David, Marketing Manager 
added: “We already use 
another geodemographic 
system - but as AFD Postcode Plus 
comes with the Censation™ system 
as standard we may be able to save a 
further £16,000 over three years. Postcode 
Plus also comes with grid references and 
“where’s my nearest” as standard.

We are now looking at how we can utilise 
these features to improve our scheduling and 
analysis. As a franchisor, we see AFD as a vital 
cog in the wheel as we seek to maximize the 
efficiency and profitability of each 
GreenThumb franchise.”

Data News Q2/08

www.afd.co.uk/mailsaver
Annual license from just £35 inc VAT per month.

www.afd.co.uk/refiner
Annual license from just £99 inc VAT per month.

John joined AFD in the early days and he describes what builds a solid business and his role in it:

“I think you need a visionary head and a small, dedicated staff that can line up behind that person and make 
it happen. Taking risks is important – I have learned to be a risk-taker – that’s one of the reasons I am in 
Canada.  I guess having a passion and a natural flare plays a part. Before the Postcode side of the business 
got up and running, I learned computers from scratch and spent three years providing software and hardware 
sales and support predominately to charities. Along the way I’ve learned a lot about marketing and manage-
ment skills. My strengths have always been best expressed as “right-hand man", activist, doer, energizer, 
completer – taking full and final responsibility.” 

John’s main passions are China, music and his family – he has three sons in China doing language study and 
teaching English and is now Grandfather to a one-year-old granddaughter.

Living in Canada, John misses a good (English!) curry and fish & chips and finds his musical taste mellowing 
(with age!) to include classical and new country. 

John Dolman
AFD Software Director

Royal Mail has raised the data quality standard required for 
access to its substantial mailsort postage discount scheme. 
From May 1st 2008 the minimum level is 90% accuracy for 
addresses and postcodes. For barcode discount the level is now 
90% accuracy to letterbox level.

What can you do to meet these new standards?

The rules surrounding the discounts can seem onerous and are 
constantly changing. One result is that the number of 
accredited suppliers has dropped by 20% and a major mailsort 
software supplier has lost its accreditation.

The good news is that AFD believe the substantial postage 
savings on offer are worth the effort. AFD MailSaver continues 
to be bang up-to-date with the latest changes. In fact our 
software was amongst the first to be accredited following the 
raft of recent changes.
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